458 scuderia

When Ferrari launches a new-generation sports car on the market, everyone is well aware that
they should expect at least three versions: a coupe, a spyder , and a Scuderia. If this rendering
from Milanno ArtWorks is any indication as to the design of the Scuderia, then we can expect a
much more aggressive design illustrated by the sharp edges of the bumper followed by the
sharp edge design of the front lights. Since the Scuderia name is synonymous with weight
reduction, expect a weight loss similar to that of the Scuderia , which lost about pounds
compared to the standard model. This will be done with a mostly aluminum body, since Ferrari
has already made it clear that it would stick to this material rather than using carbon fiber, like
the competition. Power for the newest Scuderia monster may come from a turbocharged V-8
that will push out anywhere from to horsepower. At one point, Ferrari boss Luca di
Montezemolo said that a Scuderia would not be produced because the Italia was just so
advanced, so if rumors are circulating that a Scuderia will follow, then we expect to see a power
output that will blow our minds. Sources also told Car and Driver that the Scuderia could be
inspired by the Challenge race cars, which run around the track with smaller waist lines than the
standard Italia. As far as power goes, the direct-injected V-8 that will power the Scuderia is
expected to reach an output of about horsepower, significantly more than the horsepower
output of the standard model. Tweaks to the engine, including recalibrated ECUs could be partly
responsible for the performance spike. Car and Driver. But the Ferrari Italia still has something
that none of those cars have. And certainly, having a 4. Source: TeamSpeed. Read More. What
do you think? Car Finder:. Ferrari Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. The replaced the F , and was first officially unveiled at the Frankfurt
Motor Show. In Ferrari's first official announcement of the car, the was described as the
successor to the F but arising from an entirely new design, incorporating technologies
developed from the company's experience in Formula One. The body computer system was
developed by Magneti Marelli. It is the first mainstream model to not be offered with a manual
transmission. The brakes include a prefill function whereby the pistons in the calipers move the
pads into contact with the discs on lift off to minimize delay in the brakes being applied. The
adaptive magnetorheological dampers were co-developed with BWI Group. In keeping with
Ferrari tradition, the body was designed by Pininfarina under the leadership of Donato Coco ,
the Ferrari design director during According to British car magazine Autocar , the Italia's design
has drawn inspiration from the Enzo Ferrari and its Millechili concept car. The Spider was
introduced at the Frankfurt Motor Show. The Speciale was unveiled in at the Frankfurt Motor
Show [20] [21] as the high performance variant of the Italia. Distinctions of the Speciale over the
standard Italia are the forged wheels, vented bonnet, finned side sills, a taller rear spoiler and
redesigned bumpers , which include active aerodynamics designed by Ferrari Styling Centre in
cooperation with Pininfarina ; front and rear movable flaps balance downforce and cut drag at
speed. SSC performs instant-to-instant analysis of the car's side-slip , comparing it with the
target value and then optimising both torque management via integration with F1-Trac traction
control and torque distribution between the two wheels via integration with the E-Diff electronic
differential]. Lateral acceleration now reaches 1. The 'A' stands for 'Aperta', which is Italian for
'open' â€” and the model was limited to only examples 49 RHD examples. The Italia China
Edition is a limited 20 units version of the Italia for the Chinese market, built to commemorate
the 20th anniversary of Ferrari in China since the first Ferrari, a TS, was ordered in Beijing. It is
distinguished by its Marco Polo Red body colour, golden dragon graphic on the front bonnet,
gold and black livery stripes symbolising a racing track, gold painted wheels, gold aeroelastic
winglets, gold embroidery on the car's head rests, engine start button inscribed with the
simplified Chinese characters for 'start' and a '20th Anniversary Special Edition' plaque on the
dash. The Pininfarina concept car , named in memory of long standing chairman Sergio
Pininfarina , is a modern interpretation of the 2-seater barchetta built upon the Spider's
mechanicals. In keeping with the traditional open barchetta body style, it has no windshield; two
matching helmets are provided for the driver and passenger. The car was first shown in March
at the Geneva Motor Show. According to Pininfarina, the Sergio was developed like a
production car, and therefore it could be produced in limited numbers. Ferrari built six units of
the Ferrari Sergio in collaboration with Pininfarina in and sold it to handpicked customers. The
production version incorporates a targa top body style due to complexities and high production
costs arising in producing the original design of the car. The yellow and matte black car shown
at the Geneva Motor Show was delivered new to its first owner in Switzerland. The car sold for
an unknown amount. It didn't sell then. The design pays homage to the Ferrari GTO and
incorporates handcrafted aluminium and carbon fibre components. The Challenge is a race car
designed to participate in the Ferrari Challenge. The Challenge Evo was introduced for the
season and was replaced by the Challenge for the season. Hence both variants of the Challenge
were used as the prime Challenge car for three seasons, the Challenge for to and the Challenge

Evo for to According to Ferrari the standard non-Evo Challenge can lap the Fiorano test track in
Weight of the Challenge was reduced from the standard through the use of thinner body panels,
carbon fibre replacement panels, and polycarbonate windows and windshield. The Evo upgrade
was mainly focused on improving the aerodynamics of the Challenge, with the most obvious
change being the inclusion of a large rear wing. Ferrari sold an Evo upgrade kit, so that pre
Challenge cars could be upgraded by Ferrari dealers and race teams to Evo spec. Total
production of the Challenge and Challenge Evo combined is just under cars. It is estimated that
between five and ten cars were destroyed through accidents each season, meaning that
somewhere between 25 and 50 Challenge cars have been lost with the remaining cars possibly
numbering less than The Italia GT2 drops the "flex splitter" found in the road cars in favour of a
more conventional inlet, with the air exiting out through the louvers in the bonnet. Under new
restrictor regulations, the 4. Unlike the road car, which has a high-revving low-torque engine,
the engine in the GT2 version only has a red line of 6, rpm, but maintains a close-to-stock
torque number even with the horsepower loss. The double-clutch gearbox had to be replaced,
but paddle-shifting is retained since the amended rules in allow them. So far the Italia GT2 has
had an impressive racing record. The car won the and 24 Hours of Le Mans , the 12 Hours of
Sebring and two editions of the Petit Le Mans , the first in and the second in Ferrari also
unveiled a GT3 version of the Ferrari Italia in The engine thus performs more similarly to that of
the road car than the GT2 version. The aerodynamics of the car are also slightly different due to
different aero regulations. The Italia GT3 has achieved many important victories in its career.
The Italia GT3 holds the record for the number of titles won in many international
Championships. The roll-cage is also modified due to stricter safety regulations. The car
debuted at the 24 Hours of Daytona. On 9 Sept. The won "Car of the Year " and "Supercar of the
Year". On 24 August , BBC News reported that ten s had either crashed or caught fire in just
three months. On 1 September Ferrari officially recalled all 1, of the s sold to date. A spokesman
commented that the problem had been traced to an adhesive used in the wheel-arch assemblies
and that, in certain circumstances, the glue could begin to overheat, smoke and even catch fire.
In extreme cases the melting adhesive could lead to the heat shield deforming, and hence
moving closer to the exhaust, causing the wheel-arch lining to catch fire. Owners who had
reported fires, that were later confirmed by independent engineers to be due to this problem,
received a new car. All other cars were modified by replacing the adhesive with mechanical
fasteners. In , Ferrari recalled certain and US market cars because the engine could seize
suddenly and possibly cause a crash. The F engines had incorrectly mounted crankshafts. The
manufacturer learned of one such incident from a review car lent to critics. Owners could
choose from having a new engine installed by their dealer, having the engine removed and the
work done by Ferrari North America or having a new crankshaft and bearings installed at the
dealership. The Speciale version in scale followed later under both its "Race and play" and
"Signature series" lineups. The was also reviewed on the 15th season of Top Gear , where it
received acclaim for its styling and performance. In a drag race against James May's Ferrari F ,
it won by a considerable margin. The car also lapped the Top Gear test track in From Wikipedia,
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Flagship sports car. LaFerrari Aperta. FXX K. FXX K Evo. Monza SP. Current F F F The car is a
hardcore version of the already extreme Italia and a reveal is slated for the Frankfurt Auto Show
in September. It features extensive camouflage gear around the lower portions of the car though
it appears that there may be some changes on the hood and roof as well. The front bumper is
likely to have been redesigned and at the rear we can clearly see two exhaust tips instead of the
triple-pipe design of the regular A previous report suggested the use of active winglets on the
rear diffuser, also. Like its predecessors, the hardcore will be lighter than the stock Italia. The
previous Scuderia weighed pounds less than the regular , meaning the hardcore may end up
weighing as little as 2, pounds. The car is also expected to borrow a number of elements from
the Challenge race car and utilize knowledge learned during development of the new LaFerrari
flagship supercar. There should also be stiffer suspension, uprated brakes, stickier rubber and
the aforementioned lighter curb weight. This is said to be courtesy of forged internals, the
redline moved up revs to 9, rpm, and the exhaust system made less restrictive. A debut at the
Frankfurt Auto Show is fitting, since the biannual event has been favored by Ferrari for debuts
concerning its entry-level mid-engine model. For our complete coverage of the event, be sure to
visit our dedicated hub. Sign up to get the latest performance and luxury automotive news,
delivered to your inbox daily! I agree to receive emails from Motor Authority. I understand that I
can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy. Tags: Spy Shots Supercars. Contribute: Send us a
tip Contact the editor. Share This Article:. Follow Us Today:. Jay Leno explains why the Pontiac
Firebird is an overlooked gem. Stephen Edelstein - Contributing Writer. Preview: McLaren
Artura plug-in hybrid supercar arrives with V-6, no gear for reverse. Joel Feder - Interactive
Content Manager. Watch the Porsche GT3 lap the 'Ring in under 7 minutes. Viknesh
Vijayenthiran - Editor. Aston Martin Valkyrie deliveries to start mid First details on Ferrari's V-6
hybrid supercar. Stellantis has disbanded the SRT engineering team. Should the C8 Chevrolet
Corvette look more like a Corvette? Motor Authority Newsletter Sign up to get the latest
performance and luxury automotive news, delivered to your inbox daily! Sign Up Today! Follow
Us on Instagram motorauthority. Car Tech Features View All. Chicago Detroit. Frankfurt Geneva.
Los Angeles New York. Motor Authority Newsletter. To remove this ad click here. FerrariChat The world's largest Ferrari community. Scuderia or ? MaranelloDave Formula 3. Hi all, I am
considering buying my first Ferrari and I'm trying to decide between the Scuderia and the They
are different cars, but they share several similarities as well. Which would you recommend and
why? As for my intended use, this would be a weekend car that I would not likely track,
primarily because of the high running costs. I definitely value performance though and am not
just seeking an exclusive car that looks good. Thanks for your help! Trent Formula 3. Drive both
and the answer will be clear. For non tracking and weekend work, I would likely get a Now if you
wanted a spider, that changes the eq a bit because Spiders are stratospherically priced. Would
have to stick to the Spider or 16M. Art Formula Junior. Nov 22, Ft. You did not mention if price
was a factor to consider. There is a price delta of about 80 thous U. S dollars between the two.
Like Trent said, best to drive both. I will drive both, but it can be hard to see what a car would be
like day to day from a brief test drive. Do you think the Scud is too "hard core" for normal
weekend use? Price is a factor, but the additional cost of the is not a deal breaker if I decide I
really prefer it. Jun 3, 7, virginia usa. FOr what it is worth I just bought a Scud friday I do not
have it yet however i was given the option of ordering which is a nice car and would make a
great one Ferrari car but I wanted something a little more hardcore so I decided on a scud,
belonging to anther Fchater. In my case I have other cars and use a california as a daily driver..
If you want a nice car with a full warranty and all maintenance for the first few years the may be
a good choice Aug 22, 15, HH11 F1 Rookie. Sep 4, 3, As I said, I will test drive the Scud already
have driven the but I'd still like to hear from owners. For those who own a Scuderia, can you
share your impressions? What is the car like to live with? Why did you choose it over other
options, like the ? Apr 8, 2, switzerland Full Name: daniel. Aug 29, Czech Republic. Your
question comes from someone who does not own any of the two and your asking people who
own a Scuderia. So keep this in mind regarding how I try to answer your question. Maybe like
most here we did not choose the Scuderia over At the time I bought mine just as the was
released and maybe some had theirs just before. So as a current owner to change from the
Scuderia to a is in my view, not such a huge step. Apart from the driving sensation yes this is a
lot they are very close in performance in a dramatically totally different way. To me the is not
worth the upgrade from the Scuderia. But if I had not the Scuderia, then maybe I might consider
the more without owning both. But now that I own a Scuderia, I would not get the at all. Maybe
the S. I have an R8 and a , these are proper cars with proper interior. But part of me love how

the Scuderia CS included is more of a race car. Thats how I view what a Ferrari should be like. I
love it how its loud, raw, missing carpets, race harness, bucket seats and just a sensation to
drive. Is it as comfortable, no, but thats how its meant to be. Dec 2, Boulder. I concur, but am
biased as well as I went the Scuderia route. I drove the on the track and it sold me on Ferrari for
sure vs. But in the Scuderia vs. I'd do it again any day of the week. I did drive a friend's last
summer but to be honest it didn't thrill me as much as a CS or a Scuderia does. Again, it's all a
matter of personal preferences but I say Scud every day. LewSF Formula Junior. I almost
purchased a , the car I went to the dealership to obtain Nothing really much wrong with the
though. Both have their plusses and minuses and its a pretty balanced sheet for me. At this
stage in my driving life, I wanted the Scud. Go see what you want for this stage of your life. And
the creature comforts you need. You will hear a lot of road pebbles, etc knocking on the under
surface of the Scud that you will not hear in the For many, that is an important consideration.
Jul 19, I just tested a scud and thought it should be easy to choose but actually i dint thought it
was that raw but that was after driving the new lotus exige v6 now that was a raw machine if
price was the same i would take the Sent from my iPad using Tapatalk HD. Jun 19, 1, Aug 19,
Washington DC Area. I know everyone says this, but you really need to drive both to see what
you think. To many people, the Scud is too raw - that is their perspective, and it is valid for
them. I am not in that camp. I do not feel that my Scud is too raw, or in any way uncomfortable. I
have driven the extensively, and it is a fantastic car. It just does not put anywhere near the same
smile on my face as the Scud. The Scud is more immediate in everything it does, feeling more
alive and connected to me. I have read some people feeling a mile trip would be very
uncomfortable in a Scud. My 2, trip was a blast, and I never found myself thinking any aspect of
it was uncomfortable. Everyone has there own tastes and desires. What is raw to one is exciting
to another. While it is interesting to hear other's opinions on this, no one else's opinion will give
you any idea how you will feel about a Scud vs. I know it is unlikely you can drive them for long
enough to get a feel for them with long term use. However, driving them both will let you see
how you react to them, and that will e more informative tan hearing what others say. As for me,
the Scud is absolutely not uncomfortably raw, either for short drives or longer trips. I love it,
and would not trade it for a Okay, plan to drive the scud this weekend. Thinking that I may prefer
it based on all that people have said. My ultimate dream car is an F The Scud is at least cut from
the same cloth. Knightrider Formula Junior. Jun 4, United States. I'm in the market for a Scud
only because it fits into my budget better, if I had the money to burn I would definitely be getting
a Galt - Says it really well. Raw Is the wrong word. Maybe connected to the car. Or less in
between from the driver to the road. I've done multiple km trips without a problem. Driving slow
the Scuderia is easy to drive. Good work, I will go and see what they said. This one is far more
exciting to read. Yeah, they didn't have all that much to say on the topic. I've been giving it
some thought and it seems to me that the scud is more unique and more of an enthusiast's car
than the The scud seems to be much more about purpose than appearance, which is appealing
to me not that it doesn't also look good. If it can be driven like a "normal" car when I'm just
driving around town, meaning it wouldn't be outrageously rough on city roads, can shift gears
without snapping my neck, etc. Heck, I could get the scud now, drive it for a year or two, and
then switch over to the if I want a more "civilized" ride. By that time, the prices likely will have
dropped a bit too. That won't happen. You would get the S then in a few years. You must log in
or sign up to post here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? The mid-engined V8 Ferrari has been a stalwart of the manufacturer's
range since the s, with all derivitives sharing the same essential ingredients of a mid-mounted
V8 engine, compact body and exotic styling. But where these models were once seen as 'baby'
Ferraris, things are a little different now. In recent times, this bloodline of cars has gained
considerable capability. Compromises have been made for the sake of on-road comfort in the
standard versions but the modern mid-engined Ferraris, starting with the Modena, have made
room for a series of special editions with a little more intensity. The hardcore special
mid-engined V8 Ferrari has grown to become a recurring sweetspot in the Ferrari range by
stripping away the beige leather and sound deadening to reveal the true underlying character of
the cars. Below we drive the three hardcore specials that not only defined the genre, but also
gave the modern Pista such an illustrious modern heritage to live up to. Challenge Stradale.
Sounds fast; evokes images of racers with number plates on the Targa Florio, tattered
bodywork and factory-spec engines, oil-streaked Perspex windows and extra lamps plastered in
dead insects. As I approach the CS today, and open its featherweight door, it seems compact
and almost cuddly alongside the militaristic Speciale , let alone the prospect of the new Pista. A
simple rectangular lever opens it from the inside; the electric window switches are to be found
in the middle of the car. All is eerily quiet as I take a look around inside. That simplicity extends

to the pre-manettino steering wheel. Hook first with a tug on the massive right-hand paddle, and
hit the Race button â€” the only real driver mode and the one that makes the gearshift speed at
least tolerable by modern standards. From the moment the wheels turn, the CS is all about
delicacy. Most of all, driving the CS is about what you do as a driver. There is, of course, much
more time to take a course of action in the CS during this phase than in the newer cars, because
everything happens more slowly, and that extends to the outright performance, too. The CS
needs revs, betrayed by the opening up of the exhaust, to do its best work, and then it feels
worth every one of its plus horses, at an exalted rev range that I would happily drive around in
all day. Four years further on and we have the second instalment of this series â€” the Scuderia.
Essentially, the systems are there not just to keep you on the road, but to make you look good,
and let you have fun, all with a safety net in place. It does still feel raw, though. The more I drive
the Scud, the more I wonder if it might be the best of both worlds. The Speciale is something
very different. It may feature essentially the same engine as in the â€” and what an engine â€”
but in all other respects it feels like a car not just six years later, but After the relative
compactness of its two predecessors, the Speciale seems huge, and every inch the modern
supercar. It feels like a beautifully wrought product, and the fact it still has bare floors seems to
get lost in the acres of Alcantara and carbonfibre. Everything the car does is so cohesive, so
wonderfully coordinated, that driving becomes almost an extension of your own thoughts and
bodily movements. With nearly lb ft of torque and a mass just under kg, the Speciale hardly
feels toothless at lower revs. I giggle. I start laughing like a madman and talking to no one in
particular. Not once when driving any of them do I wish for more torque, more driveability, or
more performance. Synthetic fuelled cars as clean as electric cars, says Porsche. GMA T. Skip
to Content Skip to Footer. Find a car review Make Make. Model Model. Features Home Ferrari.
Ferrari Challenge Stradale Challenge Stradale. Share this on Twitter Share this on Facebook
Email. Enzo Ferrari: the life of the man who built the brand. A smaller, lighter car with half the
cylinders â€” the Dino GT was revolutionary for Ferrari. We compare original with classic Most
Popular. Track cars. Skip to Header Skip to Content. Developed as a replacement for the F, the
Italia was developed with Formula 1 racing in mind. Variations of the supercar include the
retractable hard top and the Speciale. Debuted in at the Frankfurt Motor show, the convertible
variation of its predecessor, this Ferrari Spider for sale, was produced from to and was the first
of its kind to bring together the mid-rear engine and the retractable hardtop. When creating the
open top, a sports car that brought together performance, superior comfort, technology, and
design. The open top roadster is a true vision of Formula 1 racing, offering a mph time of 3. The
retractable hardtop is made of aluminum. This was chosen aluminum over the traditional
canvas soft top because the aluminum came in at a weight 55 lbs lighter than the canvas roof.
The retractable aluminum top only takes 14 seconds to open up completely. The retractable
hard-top not only functions better overall, but the aluminum build helps ensure superior
performance when the top is up while systematically providing insulation to the vehicle as well.
A total of 1,, examples each year. It flips, folds, and falls into place. The lid on this Italian exotic
is just another way the Italian exotic captivates. For instance, the 0â€”60 time of 3. The
high-revving V-8 features direct fuel injection and a flat-plane crankshaft, pumping out
horsepower until the little flaps in the front intakes fold flat, then it rises up to its full
Unsurprisingly, the open top roadster remains unchanged going into What is surprising,
though, is that this means the family is a year past the usual model cycle. The extra year of life
could mean that the Italians is cooking up a replacement, which looks set to debut later in To
hold us over, a Speciale version of the Spider seems like the next logical choice. Competition
breeds innovation, and the future is looking bright in Maranello. This pristine Spider boasts a
clean Carfax and has just over 14, miles. It is complete with ALL factory accessories such as
books, tools, battery tender, cover, and both keys. It is very Pristine Ferrari Spider with 2, miles
seeks a new home. If you're in the market for a low-mileage Spider and like the 'black-on-black'
aesthetic, look no further! Pictures do This is a spider and is in flawless condition, please text
me at. I have a video that I can text to you as well. She is kept a climate control facility in
Southern Pines North This Ferrari Italia 2dr 2dr Convertible features a 4. It is equipped with a 7
Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Black with a Other interior This Ferrari Italia 2dr
Spider features a 4. The vehicle is Nero with a Beige interior. This is a smoke free Carfax
certified Ferrari Ital
volkswagen cabriolet
mazdaspeed 6 rear differential
abarth del schaltplan solaranlage mppt
ia Spider equipped with a 4. This car is finished Lamborghini Dallas Dallas, TX. Scottsdale
Ferrari. This outstanding example of a Ferrari Italia is offered by Prestige Imports. Prestige
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